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Abstract. With the analytic method and numerical method respectively, the asymptotic solutions and finite element model of rotor
system with single slowly varying mass is obtained to investigate the time frequency features of such rotor system; furthermore,
with given model of slowly varying mass, the rotor system with dual slowly varying mass is studied. For the first order approximate
solution is used, there exists difference between the results with analytic method and numerical method. On the base of common
characteristics of rotor system with dual slowly varying mass, the general rules and formula describing the frequency distribution
of rotor system with multiple slowly varying mass are proposed.
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1. Introduction

In detaching machine,weaving machine and hoisting device,etc, the mass of the rotating part changes continuously.
For example, in weaving machine, the mass of spindle changedslowly with the amount of thread winding on it.
Theoretically, the rotor system, whose system parameters related with mass, i.e. rotor mass, changed slowly with
time, is called rotor system with slowly varying mass. Obviously, the continuous change of system mass will result in
different dynamics response compared with the constant mass system. So far, studies on the rotor system with slowly
varying mass are not enough [1]. In 50s of 19th century, the nonlinear equations with slow varying parameters was
studied by Mitropolsky [2], he advanced an asymptotic method of system with slow-changing parameters. Based
on the technique of freezing slowly changing parameters, Shahruz derived an explicit approximate solution of a
linear slowly varying system [3]. In recent years, Cveticanin studied the chaos characteristics and normal mode of
vibration in rotor system with slowly varying mass [4,5]. Bangchun Wen promote the studies on rotor system with
slowly varying parameters, especially on the aspect of slowly varying stiffness [6]. Yinong Li studied the dynamic
characteristics of slowly changing process of a vibration system, and gave relationship between the amplitude and
the frequency of the system [7]. In addition, the studies focused on strong nonlinear oscillators with slowly varying
parameters were carried out with multiple scales and KBM methods [8–10].

In the paper, the nonlinear characteristics of rotor systemwith slowly varying mass will be studied, and some
interesting phenomena and important results will be given.
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Fig. 1. Simplified-lumped-mass rotor system with slowly varying mass.

2. Analytic method for a simplified-lumped-mass rotor system with slowly varying mass

2.1. Dynamic equations of slowly varying mass rotor system

A simplified Jeffcott rotor system, as shown in Fig. 1, its mass is slowly varying with time. The dynamic equations
can be expressed as:







d
dt

[

m(τ)dx
dt

]

+ cdx
dt + kx = m(τ)eω2 cos(ωt)

d
dt

[

m(τ)dy
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]
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dt + ky = m(τ)eω2 cos(ωt) −m(τ)g

(1)

wherem(τ) is the slowly varying mass of rotor system,c is the damping coefficient,k is the linear stiffness of rotor
shaft,g is the gravity.

Since slowing varying timeτ = εt, we haved
dt = d

dτ
dτ
dt = ε d

dτ , and the Eq. (1) can be reformulated as:
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d2
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(2)

whereω2
0(τ) = k/m(τ),m′(τ) = dm(τ)/dτ .

Compared with the rotor system with constant mass, the system with slowing varying mass has an extra item
of damping, which is the function of slowly varying mass. If the mass change rate is positive, the slowly varying
damping coefficient is positive; otherwise it becomes negative and can cause self-excited vibration. In addition, the
natural frequency of rotor system with slowly varying mass is varying slowly too, which can incur the slow varying
of vibration amplitude and phase angle. Under the circumstance of small damping force and exciting force, let
c/m(τ) = 2εξω0(τ ), e = εr, Eq. (1) can be rewritten as [11–13]:







d2

x

dt2 + ω2
0(τ)x = −ε[2ξω0(τ) +m′(τ)/m(τ)]dxdt + εrω2 cos(ωt)

d2
x

dt2 + ω2
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(3)

Since the two equations of Eq. (3) are irrelative, the functions can be solved separately. Take the horizontal
equation as example, it can be rewritten as:

d2
x
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0(τ)x = −ε[2ξω0(τ) +m′(τ)/m(τ)]dxdt + εrω2 cos(ωt)

= ε
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(4)

where,f(τ, t, dx
dt ) = −[2ξω0(τ) +m′(τ)/m(τ)]dxdt + rω2 cos(ωt) is a nonlinear item. Expandf(τ, t, dx
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Fourier series, we have
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) · einωt (5)
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Assume the solution of the Eq. (5) has the form like

x = a cos(ωt+ ψ) + εu1(τ, a, t, ψ) + ε2u2(τ, a, t, ψ) + · · · (6)

Where, botha andψ are the function of time t;u1(τ, a, t, ψ), u2(τ, a, t, ψ), . . . are the functions with respect
to (ωt+ ψ).

Assume the first order approximate solution is:

x = a cos(ωt+ ψ) (7)
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]
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(8)
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∣
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∣
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x=a cos(ωt+ψ)+···

sin(ωt+ ψ)dψ = 0 (10)

The first order approximate solution is

x = a cosϑ = a cos(ωt+ ψ) (11)

Where,a andψ is the function of timet, and they are given as






da
dt = εδ1(τ, a, ψ)a

dψ
dt = ω0(τ) − ω + εω1(τ, a, ψ)

(12)

The unknown functionδ1 andω1 can be obtained by solving the following equations:
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′
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where,σ is an integer.

f(τ, a, t, ϑ) = f(τ, t, a cosϑ, −aω0(τ) sin ϑ, −aω0(τ) cosϑ), ψ′ = ϑ− ωt (15)

According to the above equations, we get
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Since we havem(τ) = k/ω2
0(τ), the derivative ofm(τ) can be expressed as

dm(τ)

dτ
= −

2k

ω3
0(τ)

dω0(τ)

dτ
(17)

The Eq. (17) can also be rewritten as
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m′(τ)

m(τ)
= −2

ω′

0(τ)

ω0(τ)
(18)

where,m′(τ) = dm(τ)

dτ , ω′

0(τ) =
dω′

0
(τ)

dτ .
Substitute Eq. (17) into Eq. (15), we get the solution ofa as

da
dt

= −
εa

2

[

2ξω0(τ) +
m′(τ)

2m(τ)

]

−
εrω2

ω0(τ) + ω
cosψ (19)

From the Eqs (13) and (14),ω1(τ, a, ψ) can be got and then we have the solution ofψ as

dψ
dt

= ω0(τ) − ω +
εrω2

a[ω0(τ) + ω]
sinψ (20)

Thus, the first order approximate solution of rotor system with slowly varying mass is






da
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εa
2

[

2ξω0(τ) + m′(τ)
2m(τ)

]

−
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ω0(τ)+ω
cosψ

dψ
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2.2. Wavelet analysis with given slowly varying mass model based on analytic solution

For the detaching machine under continuously working condition, the rotor mass can be viewed as fluctuating
about some certain value, and the fluctuating range and frequency are determined by the characteristics of detached
material and feeding period. For convenience, the following slowly varying mass mode is examined:

m(τ) = m0(1 + λ cosωmτ) (22)

The range of mass change can be easily observed as

m0(1 − λ) < m < m0(1 + λ) (23)

Thus, the natural frequency of rotor system changes with thefollowing range:
√

k/[m0(1 + λ)]
/

2π < f0 <
√

k/[m0(1 − λ)]
/

2π (24)

where,k = 48EI/L3; I = πd4
/

64; d = 2R is the diameter of rotor shaft.
Assume the following parameters of rotor system, radius of rotor shaftR = 10 mm, length of shaftL = 480 mm,

modulusE = 2.06e11 N/m2, and the stiffness of rotork = 43888 N/m. Letm0 = 1 kg,ξ = 0.1,e = 0.0001 m, we
have the natural frequency range 27 Hz< f0 < 47 Hz.

Use forth order Runge-Kutta numerical method to solve Eq. (21) with ωm = 100 rad/s,ε = 0.01 andλ = 0.5.
The time-frequency response of rotor system with steady rotating speed 20 Hz, 30 Hz, 40 Hz and 60 Hz are studied.

When rotating speed is blow the range of natural frequency, as shown in Fig. 2, besides the working frequencyω
the dense frequency components can be observed between the natural frequency ranges from 27 Hz to 47 Hz. To
examine the detail frequency components in this area, the high pass filter technology is employed. We can see from
Fig. 3 that the low frequency components disappear but the dense frequency components remain obscure between
27 Hz from 47 Hz. So, the reassigned Morlet scalograms methodis used to analyze the filtered time-domain signals,
as shown in Fig. 4. With the change of time, the frequency without working frequency component of rotor system
fluctuates as characteristics of harmonic, i.e., an obviousharmonic frequency band can be observed.

When the rotor system rotates with 30 Hz and 40 Hz, i.e., working between 27 Hz to 47 Hz, the time-frequency
responses of rotor system are shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. From the two figures, it can be found that the working
frequency component is submerged in the dense frequency components. So, the reassigned Morlet scalograms
method is employed directly without filtering, as shown in Figs 7 and 8.

When rotor system works beyond the natural frequency range,e.g. 60 Hz, the similar phenomenoncan be observed
in the Fig. 9. By using low pass filtering technique and reassigned Morlet scalograms method, the filtered time
frequency diagrams and the reassigned Morlet scalograms are shown in Figs 10 and 11 respectively.
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Fig. 2. Time-frequency response of rotor system with slowlyvarying mass (ω = 20 Hz,ε = 0.01).

Fig. 3. Frequency spectrum of rotor system with varying massafter high-pass filtering (ω = 20 Hz,ε = 0.01).

Fig. 4. The reassigned Morlet scalograms of rotor slowly system with slowly varying mass after high-pass filtering (ω = 20 Hz,ε = 0.01)..
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Fig. 5. Time-frequency response of rotor system with slowlyvarying mass after high-pass filtering (ω = 30 Hz,ε = 0.01).

Fig. 6. Time-frequency response of rotor system with slowlyvarying mass after high-pass filtering (ω = 40 Hz,ε = 0.01).

Fig. 7. The reassigned Morlet scalograms of rotor system with slowly varying mass (ω = 30 Hz,ε = 0.01).
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Fig. 8. The reassigned Morlet scalograms of rotor system with slowly varying mass (ω = 40 Hz,ε = 0.01).

Fig. 9. Time-frequency response of rotor system with slowlyvarying mass after high-pass filtering (ω = 60 Hz,ε = 0.01).

Fig. 10. Frequency spectrum of rotor system with slowly varying mass after low-pass filtering (ω = 60 Hz,ε = 0.01).
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Fig. 11. The reassigned Morlet scalograms of rotor system with slowly varying mass after low-pass filtering (ω = 60 Hz,ε = 0.01).

Fig. 12. Time-frequency response of rotor system with slowly varying mass (ω = 20 Hz,ε = 0.1).

To observe the influence of slowly varying coefficientε on the system, the case withωm = 100 rad/s,ε = 0.1 and
λ = 0.5 is studied. Similarly, three different rotating speedswith 20 Hz, 30 Hz and 60 Hz are simulated respectively,
as shown from Figs 12 to 19.

When the rotating speed is 20 Hz, as shown in Fig. 12, the multi-frequency components can be observed around
working frequency. And we can also find that the difference ofthese frequency components is 1.59 Hz, which can
be calculated by the following formula:

∆f = ωmε/2π = 100 × 0.1/2/3.14 = 1.59Hz (25)

In addition, from the observation of frequency spectrum, there are the dense frequency components in high
frequency area. The detailed information of those frequency components can be clearly examined by using filtering
and reassigned Morlet scalogram, as shown in Figs 13 and 14. In Fig. 14, from 20 Hz to 50 Hz, we find
the continuous spectrum with incremental of∆f . And in Fig. 15, we find the frequency fluctuates as period of
T = 2π/ωmε = 1/∆f .

The cases with 30 Hz (between the natural frequency range) and 60 Hz (beyond the natural frequency range) are
illustrated from Figs 15 to 19.
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Fig. 13. Frequency spectrum of rotor system with slowly varying mass after high-pass filtering (ω = 20 Hz,ε = 0.1).

Fig. 14. The reassigned Morlet scalograms of rotor system with slowly varying mass after high-pass filtering (ω = 20 Hz,ε = 0.1).

Fig. 15. Time-frequency response of rotor system with slowly varying mass (ω = 30 Hz,ε = 0.1).
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Fig. 16. The reassigned Morlet scalograms of rotor system with slowly varying mass (ω = 30 Hz,ε = 0.1).

Fig. 17. Time-frequency response of rotor system with slowly varying mass (ω = 60 Hz,ε = 0.1).

Fig. 18. Frequency spectrum of rotor system with slowly varying mass after low-pass filtering (ω = 60 Hz,ε = 0.1).
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Fig. 19. The reassigned Morlet scalograms of rotor system with slowly varying mass after low-pass filtering (ω = 60 Hz,ε = 0.1).

Fig. 20. Finite element model of rotor system with slowly varying mass.

According to the above time-frequencyanalysis of rotor system with slowly varying mass, the following conclusion
can be obtained. With the given slowly varying mass modelm(τ) = m0(1 + λ cosωmτ), the system frequency
fluctuates with a period ofT = 2π/ωmε and an incremental of∆f = ωmε/2π, which is related with slowly
varying frequencyωm and slowly varying coefficientε. For the cases discussed above, the fluctuating period is
T = 2π/(100 × 0.01) =2π orT = 2π/(100 × 0.1) =π/5, which can be observed in the above time-domain figures
and reassigned Morlet scalograms.

3. Time frequency features of rotor system with slowly varying mass based on FEM

In the previous chapter, by using asymptotic method, the analytic solutions of rotor system with single slowly
varying mass are derived and simulated. For the simplicity of rotor system and approximation of analytic solution,
the results are hard to avoid some errors. Furthermore, to deduce the analytic solution of a complicate rotor system
is not an easy task. So, to investigate the dynamics of rotor system with multiple slowly varying mass, the finite
element model of it is adopted. Since the establishment of a finite element model of rotor system has been reported
in many papers [14], here the unnecessary details will not begiven for the space.

3.1. Case of single slowly varying mass

Here, in order to compare the time frequency features of rotor system obtained with the analytic solution and
numerical method, the finite element model of rotor system with single slowly varying mass, shown in Fig. 20, is
studied first.

Consider the same slowly varying mass modelm(τ) = m0(1+λ cosωmτ), under given model parametersm0 =
1 kg,ωm = 100 rad/s,ε = 0.1,λ = 0.5,R = 10 mm,L = 480 mm,e = 0.0001 m andE = 2.06e11 N/m2, the
natural frequency change between 26.4 Hz and 41.5 Hz.
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Fig. 21. Time-frequency response of rotor system with single slowly varying mass based on FEM (ω = 35 Hz,ε = 0.1).

Fig. 22. The reassigned Morlet scalograms of rotor system with single slowly varying mass based on FEM (ω = 35 Hz,ε = 0.1).

In the modeling of mass matrix of rotor system, by replacing the constant disc mass with time-varying mass, the
assembled mass matrix of rotor system become time-varying matrix. Similarly, the unbalance force and gravity
vector in the dynamic equation of rotor system should be changed too. Figures 21 and 22 give us the time-frequency
response and reassigned Morlet scalorgrams of rotor systemwith single slowly varying mss under rotating speed
with 35 Hz.

By investigating Figs 15 and 21, we find there is no big difference between the results of analytic solution and
those of FEM. But what should be point out is the low frequencycomponent in frequency spectrum of Fig. 21, i.e.
1.59 Hz, which is the slowly varying frequency in the timet scale, it can be given as∆f = ωmε/2π. Through
the comparison, we can find that the responses based on the FEMcan show the detail frequency information better,
which resulted from the unlimited of solution order of dynamic equations.

3.2. Case of dual slowly varying mass

Basing on the previous investigation of single slowly varying mass rotor system, we can study the dynamics of
rotor system with dual slowly varying mass, as shown in Fig. 23, which can represent the dynamic characteristics of
rotor system with multiple slowly varying mass.

Assume the models two slowly varying mass are same asm(τ) = m0(1+λ cosωmτ). To investigate the influence
of different slowly varying parameters on the dynamics of rotor system, assume the slowly varying frequencies of
two discs areωm1 = 100 rad/s andωm2 = 200 rad/s respectively, and the others are same with the onesof previous
chapter. The simulation of rotor system with the above parameters are given from Figs 24 to 25.
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Fig. 23. Finite element model of rotor system with dual slowly varying mass.

Fig. 24. Time-frequency response of rotor system with dual slowly varying mass (ω = 35 Hz,ωm1 = 100 rad/s,ωm2 = 200 rad/s,ε = 0.1).

Fig. 25. The reassigned Morlet scalograms of rotor system with dual slowly varying mass (ω = 35 Hz,ωm1 = 100 rad/s,ωm2 = 200 rad/s,
ε = 0.1).

For the rotor system with dual slowly varying mass, the time-frequency response is more complicated than that
with single slowly varying mass. In the frequency spectrum,as shown in Fig. 24(c), we find the abundant frequency
components around the working frequency, which are relatedwith slowly varying frequency and slowly varying
coefficientε. The frequency components in frequency spectrum, as dottedin Fig. 24(c), are listed in Table 1, where
f is working frequency, andf1 = ωm1ε1/2π, f2 = ωm2ε2/2π, ωm1 = 100 rad/s,ωm2 = 200 rad/s,ε1 = ε2 = 0.1.

By investigating the Table 1 and Fig. 24(c), the conclusion can be made that the frequency components are
distributed symmetrically around the working frequency, and they meet the following formula:
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Table 1
Components of frequency spectrum of rotor system with dual slowly varying mass (ω = 35 Hz,
ωm1 = 100 rad/s,ωm2 = 200 rad/s,ε = 0.1)

Frequency The construction Frequency The construction
components (fL) in of frequencyfL components (fR) in of frequencyfR

left side off (Hz) right side off (Hz)

35 f 35 f

34.18 f − (fm2 − fm1) 35.889 f + (fm2 − fm1)
33.447 f − fm1 36.621 f + fm1

32.593 f − fm2 37.354 f + fm2

31.860 f − 2fm1 38.086 f + 2fm1

31.006 f − (fm2 + fm1) 38.94 f + (fm2 + fm1)
30.273 f − 2fm2 39.795 f + 2fm2

29.419 f − (fm2 + 2fm1) 40.527 f + (fm2 + 2fm1)
28.687 f − (2fm2 + fm1) 41.382 f + (2fm2 + fm1)
27.832 f − (fm2 + 3fm1) 42.115 f + (fm2 + 3fm1)
26.978 f − 2(fm2 + fm1) 42.969 f + 2(fm2 + fm1)
26.245 f − (fm2 + 4fm1)
25.391 f − 4fm2

Fig. 26. Time-frequency response of rotor system with dual slowly varying mass (ω = 35 Hz,ωm1 = 160 rad/s,ωm2 = 380 rad/s,ε = 0.1).

fi = f ± (mfm1 ± nfm2), i = 1, 2, · · · ,m = 0, 1, 2, · · · , n = 0, 1, 2, · · · (26)

Wheref is rotating frequency,fm1 andfm2 are slowly varying frequencies.
In order to validate the above conclusion, another example,as shown in Figs 26 and 27, is studied. The

corresponding frequency components in frequency spectrumFig. 26(c) are listed in Table 2. To illustrate the
complication of frequency fluctuation well, the threshold is decreased intentionally in Fig. 27. Though more noise
appears in Fig. 27, the strong nonlinearity of system is reflected.

By investigating the frequency components in Table 2, we findthat they fit the Eq. (27) well. So, we can draw
a another general conclusion that for the rotor system with multiple slowly varying mass, which changes at slowly
varying frequenciesωm1, ωm2, ωm3, . . . , ωmj and slowly vary time coefficientε1, ε2, ε3, . . . , εj, the frequency
response of the rotor system distribute symmetrically around working frequency in the frequency spectrum and meet
the formula:

fi = f ± (n1fm1 ± n2fm2 ± n3fm3 · · · ± njfmj), nj = 0, 1, 2, · · · , j = 1, 2, · · · , i = 1, 2, · · ·
(27)

and fi > 0, (n1f1 ± n2f2 ± n3f3 · · · ± njfj) > 0

Wheref is rotating frequency,fmj is slowly varying frequencies.

4. Conclusions

With the analytic method based on asymptotic method and the numerical method based on finite element method,
the nonlinear dynamic response of rotor system with single slowly varying mass is studied. The analytic solution of
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Table 2
Components of frequency spectrum of rotor system with dual slowly varying mass. (ω =
35 Hz,ωm1 = 160 rad/s,ωm2 = 380 rad/s,ε = 0.1)

Frequency The construction Frequency The construction
components (fL) in of frequencyfL components (fR) in of frequencyfR

left side off (Hz) right side off (Hz)

35 f 35 f

33.447 f − (3fm1 − fm2) 36.621 f + (3fm1 − fm2)

32.471 f − fm1 37.598 f + fm1

31.494 f − (fm2 − fm1) 38.574 f + (fm2 − fm1)

30.029 f − 2fm1 40.039 f + 2fm1

29.053 f − fm2 41.016 f + fm2

27.344 f − 3fm1 42.725 f + 3fm1

26.367 f − (fm2 + fm1) 43.457 f + (fm2 + fm1)

25.390 f − (2fm2 − fm1) 44.434 f + (2fm2 − fm1)

24.902 f − 4fm1

23.926 f − (fm2 + 2fm1) 46.143 f + (fm2 + 2fm1)

22.949 f − 2fm2 47.119 f + 2fm2

21.484 f − (fm2 + 3fm1)

20.264 f − (3fm2 − fm1)

Fig. 27. The reassigned Morlet scalograms of rotor system with dual slowly varying mass (ω = 35 Hz,ωm1 = 160 rad/s,ωm2 = 380 rad/s,
ε = 0.1).

rotor system with slowly varying mass, based on asymptotic method, depends on the approximate extent. For the
first order approximate solution is used, there exists difference between the results of the analytic method and those
of FEM. The later one can reflect not only the detailed frequency information absent by using analytic method, but
also the better frequency fluctuation of rotor system.

By analyzing the rotor system with dual slowly varying mass,the frequency response of system are found
distributing in the area of the two side of rotating frequency in the frequency spectrum with the increasing or
decreasing combination frequency, which is related with the product of slowly varying frequencyωm and slowly
varying time coefficientε, i.e. the frequency in time t scale. At last, on the basis of common characteristics of rotor
system with dual slowly varying mass, the general regulation and formula describing the frequency distribution of
rotor system with multiple slowly varying mass are proposed.
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